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ABSTRACT Consumers’ reviews in E-commerce systems are usually treated as the important resources
that reflect user’s experience, feelings, and willingness to purchase items. All this information may involve
consumers’ views on things that can express interest, sentiments, and opinions. Many kinds of research have
shown that people are more likely to trust each other with the same attitude toward similar things. In this
paper, we consider seeking and accepting sentiments and suggestions in E-commerce systems somewhat
implies a form of trust between consumers during shopping. Following this view of point, an E-commerce
system reviews mining oriented sentiment similarity analysis approach is put forward to exploring users’
similarity and their trust. We divide the trust into two categories, namely direct trust, and propagation of
trust, which represents a trust relationship between two individuals. The direct trust degree is obtained from
sentiment similarity, and we present an entity-sentiment word pair mining method for similarity feature
extraction. The propagation of trust is calculated according to the transitivity feature. Using the proposed
trust representation model, we use the shortest path to describe the tightness of trust and put forward an
improved shortest path algorithm to figure out the propagation trust relationship between users. A large-scale
E-commerce website reviews dataset is collected to examine the accuracy of the algorithms and feasibility
of the models. The experimental results indicate that the sentiment similarity analysis can be an efficient
method to find trust between users in E-commerce systems.
INDEX TERMS E-commerce reviews, entity-sentiment word pair, sentiment similarity, trust.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reviews from consumers are very important information in
E-commerce systems. Many online shops have developed
reviews system for users to post their reviews. With the
rapid development of social networking media, more and
more people are willing to share their feelings, opinions and
suggestions on their bought items with their friends or even
strangers in social network applications or E-commerce systems. These reviews can be very useful for people’s decision
making in many different scenarios such as users’ preference
mining and personalized recommendation [1], [2]. At present,
more and more review mining based applications are being
applied to make our decision process easier than before.
These applications have greatly changed people’s behavior
patterns, especially in E-commerce activities. For example,
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when people want to buy a product, book a hotel or restaurant, they usually not only ask for advice from their friends
but also refer to reviews available online. To adapt to this
change, many famous E-commerce companies, such as Amazon, eBay and Taobao(China), have built up well-function
consumer review systems.
Online experience from various people can help one make
decisions. In this case, people and their experience are
required to be trusted by others. It makes sense that we usually
ask for advice from our friends or family members before
we make a decision. But the question is, why individuals
are inclined to rely on strangers in cyber space to make
decision? Scholars find a primary reason for that is their lack
of trust in companies that they only experience through the
web medium [3], [4]. The virtual nature of the web medium
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challenges traditional understanding of customer trust.
In E-commerce scenario, customers have no chance to have
a face-to-face interaction with a salesman or a direct physical
experience with the store and the products they want to buy.
On one hand, their experience is mediated through the web
which is a two-dimensional graphical display. They usually
feel somewhat lost and need someone to give them advices.
On the other hand, reviews from consumers who purchase
an item have direct physical experiences with it, are seem
to be more reliable than vendor’s promotions or advertising
words.
However, E-commerce websites usually accumulate large
scale text based reviews which records historical commentary
about one subject or item. Usually, consumers are unable
to distinguish which reviews can be trusted under so large
information. Different consumers can hold different aspects
and standpoints in viewing things. And their attitudes, interests, preferences, etc. will vary greatly towards the products or services. Some users give a positive rating because
they like certain attributes of the product, while others give
a negative rating because they don’t like these attributes.
Therefore, it is impossible for a consumer to judge whose
reviews are suitable and which users can be trusted. The
consumers urgently need to be established a trust between
other users, which give the reviews he can trusts, provide him
with an opinion reference, and shield the untrusted comments
to prevent misleading to the user when he wants to purchase
an item [1], [5].
Many scholars have spent much effort on the phenomenon
of trust relationship between strangers in E-commerce environment and found an interesting result: people are more
willing to trust the individuals who are similar with them in
as many respects as possible. The similarity factors include
the brought items, the sentiment style of reviews, the words
used, etc. [6]–[8]. There are many studies trying to explore
the relationship between people’s mutual trust and their similarity quantitatively, and find that there is a strong correlation
between both trust and interest similarity [9]–[12]. Although
there is a certain relationship between the trust of users and
the similarity of users, this relationship is not an obvious
linear relationship between trust and similarity, and it also
includes many other influential factors. How to correctly find
the relationship between trust and similarity still faces great
challenges.
Due to its human-related properties, trust is difficult
to be uniformly defined or even precisely described. The
vast majority of existing studies focused on trust construction and maintenance between customers and companies
over time and after repeated experiences. While limited
effort is spent on trust between consumers and potential consumers in E-commerce systems. Obviously, in the
field of E-commerce reviews, people are more concerned
about the credibility of reviews and the trust of user who
post the reviews. In our work, we aim to investigate trust
between users in E-commerce systems quantitatively by
exploring their reviews and evaluations regarding to various
13524

commodities, services, businesses, and other related subjects. Based on sentiment analysis of large-scale text reviews
in E-commerce website, we focus on sentiment similarity
between users to establish their trust, which can provide
potential support for further implementation of trust related
recommendation service.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section
II, we described the related works of our study, including
the existing studies in trust and its computation, issue of
sentiment and similarity analysis, correlations between trust
and similarity. In section III, we present some definitions
and explanations related to sentiment similarity and trust.
In section IV, we address the computation framework and process of users trust relationship based on sentiment similarity.
In section V, a general approach of user direct trust computation is proposed based on sentiment similarity mining. Also,
detailed steps of sentiment analysis, and users’ propagation
trust relation exploration algorithms are described. In section
VI, we conducted the experimental evaluation to the proposed algorithms using public available E-commerce website
reviews dataset. In the last section, we conclude the paper and
discuss with possible points which need to be furthered in the
future.
II. RELATED WORKS
A. TRUST COMPUTATION

The concept of trust has been studied by scholars all over
the world in diverse contexts and from various disciplines,
including Economics, Management, Computer Science and
Sociology [8], [13], [14]. In the field of economic research,
trust is explained from the theory of rational choice, and
defined as a rational action to make a choice of whether to
give a trust after careful thought and cost calculation. That
is, individuals are inclined to make rational and maximizing
benefit choices, which is usually called computational trust
in existing research work [1].
In trust computation, there are two core kinds of trust as
direct trust and indirect trust [15]. Trust can be established
according observations on whether the previous interactions
among the subjects, and can be called direct trust. Direct
trust is used for reflecting the trustworthiness between direct
connected users. Typically, many direct historical interactions data, such as behaviors, reviews, or other various evidences, are used to compute the direct trust degree among
users [16], [17]. Dimah explore the potential of social information derived from micro-bloggings as a source of user
relevant recommendations. They proposed an approach ISTS
that can exploit two factors from online social network: the
sentiment orientation in friends posts about certain items
and the trust relations between friends [18]. Li and Dai [19]
proposed a promising methodology to handle the trust mechanism for P2P network. They let parties rate each other after
the completion of transaction, and use the aggregated ratings
of a given party to derive a trust score.
While indirect trust is used widely in long path connected
users through intermediate users [16]. This kind of trust is
VOLUME 7, 2019
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treated as transferability that may arise from one familiar
context to another new context, or from one trusted entity
to another unknown entity. Bo, Yang. and Qiang present
an information propagation mechanism in semantic web to
semantic trust score computation. Entire trust is measured
by a combined trust score from both subjective and objective sides of information [20]. The objective side of trust is
semantic trust of information, and the subjective side is trust
relationship between peers. And trust relationship is based on
the historical interactions between peers [21]–[23]. Faruk and
Arnab proposed a trust management model which will take
factors like direct, indirect and global trust of the service to
find out the final trust value of the service. They take the trust
path distance into consideration while calculating the indirect
trust [24]. Li et al. [25] propose two trust models to content
delivery network: a local trust model and a cross-domain
trust model. Hong et al. [26] presents a new method called
Max-aggregation, which calculates peer’s reputation through
the view of multidimensional and multi-attribute, and get the
indirect reputation using trust propagation and aggregation in
the web of trust.
B. SENTIMENT SIMILARITY ANALYSIS

The methods take the similarity analysis as an important and
basic content, which consider the sentiment and emotion as
the evaluation factors for trust. Additionally, sentiment and
affective similarity analysis have been studied extensively in
natural language understanding, data mining and statistical
analysis [27]–[29].
The existing methods of sentiment analysis based similarity exploration can be divided into three levels, which
are document level, sentence level, and entity and feature
level. All three levels are based on opinion lexicon, which
is a collection of specific keywords or sentiment lexicons
(extracted from gathered reviews) with parts-of-speech tags
and treaded as the basis for analyzing the reliability of
reviews [30]. At document level, the task is to classify a
whole opinion document according to whether it expresses
a positive or negative sentiment [31], [32]. At sentence level,
the task considers the sentences and determines whether each
sentence expresses a positive, negative, or neutral opinion.
Neutral usually means that no opinion is given [33], [34].
The analysis, both at the document level and at the sentence
level, cannot exactly discover those specific objects whether
people like or dislike. At entity and feature level, the approach
concerns directly about the opinion itself instead of looking
at language constructs (documents, paragraphs, sentences,
clauses, or phrases). It is based on the idea that an opinion
consists of a sentiment (positive or negative) [35]. Hsu [2]
adopted a sentiment word database to extract sentimentrelated data from microblog posts and used these data to
investigate the effect of different types of sentiment-related
words on product recommendations.
The main goal of the existing sentiment analysis methods
is to cluster the sentiments of users, commonly dividing
people’s sentiments to things into several types. Even at the
VOLUME 7, 2019

entity and feature levels, its main purpose is to divide the
user’s sentiments into likes or dislikes. However, the above
methods concern directly in overall trend which is insufficient
when we calculate the trust based on sentiment similarity. It is
necessary to analyze the specific attitudes on specific objects
in reviews.
C. ON CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TRUST AND SIMILARITY

Over the past few years, many works have focused on the
relationship analysis between trust and similarity. The similarity analysis based on sentiment has become an important research approach to establish trust relationship. Many
studies have shown that there is highly correlation between
trust and similarity. They demonstrated that individuals with
similarities also have a high degree of trust in certain areas.
These similarities include interest, content, behavior, etc.
Cai-Nicolas Ziegler and J. Golbeck investigated correlations between trust and interest similarity. They established
a formal framework for investigating interactions between
trust and similarity. They used a mathematical model to
compute similarity and presented computation algorithms for
profile and profile similarity. They used two experiments to
analyse possible positive correlations between similarity and
interpersonal trust. At meanwhile, through the analysis of
the data from the FilmTrust Web site, the results show that
when the similarity of users changes within a certain range,
the trust between users changes accordingly. This change
indicates that there is very strong relationship between trust
and similarity [10]. Li proposed a node interest similarity
based trust model, which took both node interest bias and reputations in each interest domain into consideration, and used
interest domain reputation vector to maintain the behaviors of
node in specific interest domain. They used interest similarity
between nodes to weight domain local trust recommendation
[36]. These innovative studies proved that there is a correlation between trust and similarity, and they had presented the
corresponding calculation method.
Other
relevant
important
studies
including:
Zhang et al. [37] proposed a contextual trust evaluation
method by comparing the transaction context similarity between the new transaction and past transactions.
Gang et al. [38] proposed a recommendation trust model,
which is based on E-commerce transaction content similarity and differentiates the trust degree of acquaintance
node recommendation from stranger node recommendation.
Golbeck studied the trust and nuanced profile similarity in
online social networks. They investigate features of profile
similarity and how those relate to the way users determine
trust. Through a controlled study, they isolated several profile features beyond overall similarity that affect how much
subjects trust a hypothetical user [39]. Hossein proposed
a method that employed user similarities to extract trust
values without any need of direct rating. User similarity is
calculated from profile information and shared text via textmining techniques [40]. Melika proposed a method that is
tried users rating of certain areas to be gathered and the
13525
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similarity of users or items are measured, and realized and
recommended the most suitable and nearest item of user’s
preference. Then the available approach to measure similarity
is recommended to the target user and the trusted user will be
found [41]. Zhang et al. [42] presented a behavior similarity
inspection module to trust inspection according to the behavior similarity rule of the human society and the definition
of the mathematic probability. Guoming et al. [43] presented
a conspiracy group detection trust model based on behavior
similarity.
However, most of the existing studies on the relationship
between similarity and trust are based on profile similarity
computation, interest or transaction content, and there is no
research on trust based on sentiment similarity.
D. PROBLEMS AND OUR SOLUTIONS

However, most of these above methods focus on exploring
the overall trend of some sentiment or emotional tendencies
to classify users by text sentiments. They do not take into
account the similarity of sentiment between individuals and
trust relationship between users. And at meanwhile, sentiments can spread in social networks, and this propagation
feature also has an important impact on user relationships.
So, if we want to get accurate text similarity and user trusts,
we should start from real sentiment vocabulary [44], [45].
Bloom believe that in the reviews text, the sentiments words
are always targeted at specific evaluation objects [46]. The
extraction of sentiments words and their evaluation objects
is the basis and important task in the research of sentiment
mining. This is because the evaluation object sentiment word
combinations contain more information than either of them
alone.
Different from traditional trust modules and sentiment
analysis, these are the following considerations in our study:
(1) for sentiment similarity computations, we use a deep
and more granular division to the reviews text. However
other traditional sentiment analysis studies were able to find
the propensity of sentiments, but this tendency concern in
the overall evaluation and trend of the review. These cannot
reflect the perception of the specific attributes and characteristics of things in a reviews. We propose a fine-grained
analysis method for the evaluation entity-sentiment word
pairs by extracting the specific attribute words and feature in
the reviews.
(2) for direct trust computation, that is, one to one
trust in the work, we use the weighted average method to
compute them, which is similar to other existing works.
However, at the same time, we introduce an accompanying factor of sentiment, the rating which widely exists
in E-commerce reviews, for weights evaluation. Which is,
the direct trust calculation impacted by the facts whether the
users have the same sentimental tendency or not for the same
thing.
(3) for propagation trust computation, which is one to one
trust though a third ones, we introduce graph based propagation algorithm. based on the proposed trust representation
13526

model, we use a shortest path to describe the tightness of
trust and put forward an improved shortest path algorithm to
figure out propagation trust relationship between users. The
propagation trust is computed by integrating the direct trust
based on shortest path algorithm.
III. SENTIMENT SIMILARITY AND TRUST RELATED
DEFINITIONS
A. SYMBOLS AND DESCRIPTION

To facilitate description, we list all the nomenclatures
involved in this section.
(1). U and ui ∈ U , U is a set of user in E-commerce and
ui is one of them.
(2). O and oui ∈ O, O is the set of objects that user give
reviews on and oui is an object set that of user ui .
(3). T and tui ∈ T , T is the reviews text set and tui is the
text that given by user ui .
(4). E and ei ∈ E, E is set of entity words in review text T
about objects O.
(5). S and si ∈ S, S is set of sentiment words in review text
T about objects O.
(6). MI (ei , sj ), indicates the degree of association between
entity words and sentiment words.
(7). p(ei , sj ), is the joint probability of ei and si .
(8). p(ei ) and p(sj ), p(ei ) and p(sj ) are marginal probability
respectively.
(9). r = (e, s) ∈ R, R is score of an entity-sentiment words
pairs mining from reviews text T .
(10). TFi,j , is the frequency of the entity-sentiment word
pairs ei and sj in text.
(11). IDF, is the frequency of the entity-sentiment word
pairs in reviews text.
(12). θ(sj ), is influence factor that affect the vocabulary
expressing degree of adjectives and adverbs.
(13). w and w0 , w is the degree of the entity-sentiment word
pairs r, w0 is the degree with influence factor to w.
(14). r̄i , is represents the mean score of entity-sentiment
word pairs in review text of user ui .
(15). rEi , is represents the score vector of entity-sentiment
word pairs in review text of user ui .
(16). Sim(tui , tuj ), is the score of sentiment similarity between two reviews text given by ui and uj
respectively.
(17). ρ(i), is a control function of the number of reviews by
users.
(18). sui , is the rating score on an object of users ui .
(19). σ (sui , suj ), is an influence function from rating of ui
and uj on object.
(20). Dui ,uj , is the direct trust degree of user ui and uj .
(21). N , is the number of paragraph in a review.
(22). nk , is number of paragraph in which the word appears
in a reviews.
(23). G, is trust network graph established by direct trust
links and G0 is a subgraph of G.
(24). PRua ,ub , is propagation trust of two users where there
is no direct trust.
VOLUME 7, 2019
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B. DEFINITIONS

Definition 1: Sentiment similarity. There are two reviews text
tui and tuj , which are posted by user ui and uj on an object
respectively. The sentiment similarity between tui and tuj can
be denoted as Sim(tui , tuj ).
The sentiment similarity of reviews of two different users
is firstly based on extracting the entity-sentiment word pairs
of each review, and then performing similarity computing
on the entity-sentiment word pairs. Entity-sentiment pair is
a combination of entity and sentiment word. Each review
has its own entity-sentiment pairs, which one part is formed
with object of evaluation that is a noun, a noun phrase or a
clause, which acts as a subject, object, subject clause or object
in the sentence, and the other one is sentiment word that
express a certain emotional polarity. Most sentiment words
are adjectives, adverbs, etc. From the previous analysis, If
the two reviews text have similar entity-sentiment word pairs,
then they can be deemed as similar. Therefore, sentiment
similarity of the two reviews text can be measured by their
entity-sentiment word pairs.
The correlation of trust and similarity is not surprising.
A connection between user similarity and trust was established [10]. This work showed that there was a strong and
significant correlation between trust and similarity. It showed
that the more similar two people were, the greater the trust
between them.
Relevant evidence from the study of social psychology
shows that there is a strong relationship between trust and
similarity. However, similarity cannot be the same as trust.
This is because when people express their opinions and
feelings, their evaluations of things vary widely. On the
one hand, these reviews have the same meaning, such as
widespread support or opposition to something. This commonality indicates the consistency of attitudes, sentiments,
and emotions, and it can be obtained from the sentiment
similarity. At the same time, the users’ reviews words are
also in various. These different vocabularies represent the
users’ different sentiments and perspectives, and this is where
the users’ reviews are different. Finding out these differences
and determining the impact of consistency are the problems
that should be considered in the direct trust relationship
calculation.
Definition 2: Direct trust. If oui ∩ ouj 6 = 8, there
is a direct trust between user ui and uj , expressed as
Dui ,uj .
Where oui ∩ ouj is a set of objects that the two users have
reviewed simultaneously. The two sets represent the set of
objects that user ui and user uj review on respectively. If
the two sets are not empty, that is, the two users have the
same objects that are reviewed, the direct trust of the two
users can be computed through the sentiment similarity of the
reviews.
By analysing the two users’ reviews on the same
objects or services, the direct trust between them can be
calculated. When there is such trust between two users,
we believe that there is a direct trust link between the two
VOLUME 7, 2019

users. ui and uj are treated as nodes of user, which represent
any two different users in E-commerce system. We assume
each of them posted some reviews on E-commerce objects.
These objects include merchandise, merchant or service.
These reviews may be aimed at one or more objects, and
the users may have made multiple reviews. In these reviews,
The users ui and uj may have some reviews on same objects.
For example, user ui bought a certain type of cell phone
and gave a reviews and rating on it, at meanwhile the
other user uj is also like him. These reviews from ui and
uj can be used to analyse the sentiment similarity between
them.
We can use links to connect those users who have direct
trust and build a trust network graph, denoted by G. However,
usually in E-commerce system, not all users have common
objects and give their reviews, that is when oui ∩ ouj = 8,
there are still have a large number of them who have never
given their reviews on the same objects. In this case, the trust
relationship of these users cannot be calculated based on
sentiment similarity directly and it is impossible to carry out
direct trust links between them. The computing of sentiment
similarity cannot be carry out and the direct trust will not be
conducted. We can use the direct trust relationship between
several users with direct trust links to the two users to calculate their trust. These several users are intermediate users who
can propagate trust relationships within the two users who are
no direct trust links.
Definition 3: Propagation trust. trust network graph G is
established by direct trust. It consists of nodes and edges. The
nodes represent users and edges represent direct trust link.
There is a subgraph G0 in G, where includes user nodes ua
and ub . If there is at least one trust path composed of trust
links in the subgraph, so that the two users can connected,
it is said that there is a propagated trust relationship between
the two users ua and ub , denoted as PRua ,ub .
According to the transitive feature of trust, propagation
trust can be obtained through the transfer relationship of other
user nodes in a graph, as shown in figure. 1. The ua and ub
are two users who are not direct related trust. They only have
direct trust with some other users in the trust network. In this
case, the two users will not sure having no trust relationship
between them. They can build a propagate trust through direct
trust of other users.

IV. SENTIMENT SIMILARITY BASED USER TRUST
RELATIONSHIP CALCULATION FRAMEWORK

The users are usually the consumers who have involved
in E-commerce activities. They may have purchased some
items or services and posted reviews on these objects,
as shown in figure 2. Typically, a user can post multiple
reviews on multiple items. Therefore, these reviews for specific items can be expressed in several texts. These reviews
can usually be obtained by collecting network information.
To find the trust, including direct and propagation, based
on sentiment similarity of reviews by users in E-commerce
13527
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FIGURE 1. Propagation trust link based on direct trust.

the relationship between each entity word and the sentiment
word. And then we can find those words pairs with close
relationship.
Secondly, we perform sentiment similarity calculations
for two user-related reviews based on entity-sentiment word
pairs. Calculation of sentiment similarity in part 2 is to compute the similarity degree of different reviews texts. This
step is to use the obtained entity-sentiment word pairs for
comparative analysis.
Thirdly, we use a new formula to calculate direct trust
between two users with a common review objects. Calculation of direct trust in part 3 is to compute direct trust whom
have reviews on same item or object. The calculation method
mainly includes two aspects, one is sentiment similarity, and
the other is the user’s rating of the object.
Finally, calculation of propagation trust in part 4, assume
users as nodes, and the links, which are based on their direct
trust, as edges to create a trust network. Then we use an
improved shortest path algorithm to calculate the propagation
trust links between each pair of user nodes.
V. CALCULATION METHOD OF TRUST
A. ENTITY-SENTIMENT WORD PAIRS EXTRACTION

FIGURE 2. Trust calculation framework based on sentiment similarity.

systems, we propose a generally four-step computing framework.
Firstly, the entity-sentiment word pairs are extracted from
reviews. The step is a key process to further deal with the
sentiment similarity analysis and direct trust computing. The
extraction of entity-sentiment word pairs in part 1 is mainly
to analyse the vocabulary of the text, extract the entity words
and sentiment words which describing the object. We use
NLProcessor linguistic parser for entity word and high frequency word combined with public lexicon for sentiment
word. A mutual information formula is used to calculate
13528

In entity-sentiment word pairs extraction, the entities usually
are nouns or noun phrases which represent some specific
objects, features, or attributes, etc. The sentiments are adjectives or adverbs which express emotions, opinions, or tendencies, etc. We apply the association rules to extract frequently
occurring nouns or noun phrases as entities, and we use the
adjectives or adverbs as sentiment which have the closest
information distance to the object.
The extraction of entity word is achieved by part-of-speech
tagging. In review sentences, the attribute of an entity is
usually represented by a noun or a noun phrase. We used
the NLProcessor linguistic parser to parse each review to
split text into sentences and to produce the part-of-speech
tag for each word. NLProcessor outputs linguistic information by directly marking text with XML tags: tokens
are represented as ‘‘W’’ elements, word-class part-of-speech
information is provided in their ‘‘C’’ attribute, noun and
verb groups are marked as NounGroup and VerbGroup elements and sentences are marked with ‘‘S’’ elements. For
example,
<S>
<NounGroup><W C=NNP>Children</W>
</NounGroup>
<VerbGroup><W C=VBZ>love</W>
</VerbGroup>
<NounGroup><W C=NNS>toys></W>
</NounGroup>
</S>
The extraction of sentiment word is achieved by high
frequency words appearing in the reviews text. For each
sentence in the review dataset, if it contains a frequent feature,
we extract all the adjectives and adverbs. At the same time,
we also consider using the existing lexicon of sentiment
VOLUME 7, 2019
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words, such as WordNet. If the word belongs to the lexicon,
we extract them as sentiment word though it is not a highfrequency word in the reviews.
The extraction of entity-sentiment word pairs is implemented by the mutual information algorithm that being
existed and commonly used in information process field.
The mutual information method can be used to represent the
relationship between two kinds of information or measure of
the statistical relevance of two random variables.
Different word pairs in entity-sentiment word pairs are
different from the sentiment strength expressed, and it is
necessary to describe the degree of these word pairs. the
degree of entity-sentiment word pairs can be measured by
TF-IDF (Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency)
method [47].
Mutual information between an entity word ei and a sentiment word sj can be calculated as formula 1.
MI (ei , sj ) =

n X
m
X

p(ei , sj ) log

i=1 j=1

p(ei , sj )
p(ei ) · p(sj )

(1)

where p(ei ) is the probability of occurrence of the entity word
ei , p(si ) is the probability of occurrence of a sentiment sj
and p(ei , sj ) is the joint probability that ei and sj occuring
at the same time. If ei and sj are independent or irrelevant,
p(ei , sj ) = p(ei ) · p(sj ). The function MI (ei , sj ) = 0 indicates
that the entity ei and sentiment sj are irrelevant, and otherwise
they are related. The greater the MI (ei , sj ), the closer the relationship between them. When the value of MI (ei , sj ) exceed a
certain number, it indicates that there is a mutual association
between two words. Then the two words can be regarded as
an entity-sentiment word pair. That is r = (e, s) ∈ R, R is the
set of entity-sentiment word pair.
The weight of entity-sentiment word pair is described by
degree and is carried out with the TF-IDF, and it can be
expressed as formula. 2
wi,j = TFi,j × IDF =

ni,j
N
P

nk,j

× log

N
nk

(2)

k=1

where TFi,j is the frequency of the entity-sentiment word
pairs ei and sj in a single text, and IDF is the frequency of the
entity-sentiment word pairs in all reviews; N is the number
of paragraph in a review and nk is number of paragraph in a
review in which the word appears.
In many cases, vocabularies, such as adjectives and adverbs
play a significant role in most of the reviews. Therefore,
we set an influence factor to describe the vocabulary expressing degree of adjectives and adverbs to be analysed. The
influence factor is denoted as θ(sj ), and can be expressed as
formula 3.
nj
(3)
θ (sj ) = 1 + log(1 + × λ(sj ))
N
If θ (sj ) is a vocabulary that express degree, then λ(esi,j ) = 1,
otherwise it will be 0. nj and N have the same meaning as
they are in formula (2).
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According to formulas (2) and (3), w0 can be acquired with
the following equation and w0 is a new degree with influence
factor. w0 is expressed as formula 4.
w0i,j = TFi,j × IDF × θ (sj )
h

i
nj
ni,j
N
× log
× 1 + log 1 + × λ(sj )
(4)
=
N
nk
N
P
nk,j
k=1

Considering consumers usually make only one review on
each item they bought, the paper treats N as the number of
paragraphs of a text, which have independent sentiments.
Meanwhile, nk is the set to the same value as the number
of sentences where predefined characteristic word appears.
Therefore, the extracted entity-sentiment word pairs can be
expressed as a vector, shown in formula 5.
rEi = ((r1 , w01 ), (r2 , w02 ), . . . (ri , w0i ))

(5)

B. SENTIMENT SIMILARITY AND DIRECT TRUST
COMPUTING

The sentiment similarity is to compute the similar degree
of two reviews texts. For two users ui and uj , the reviews
texts they post on an object o are tui and tuj respectively. The
similarity degree between these two texts can be calculated
by formula (6) based on Pearson Correlation.
min|V
P|

Sim(tui , tuj ) = s

(rik − rĒi )(rjk − rĒj )

k=0
min|V
P|

(6)

(rik − rĒi )2

·

k=0

min|V
P|

(rjk − rĒj )2

k=0

where min |V | is the minimum number of entity-sentiment
pairs in reviews text of user ui and uj . For any two users
who have reviewed on same object, their sentiments may
be positive, negative, or neutral. Whenever the emotion or
sentiments of their reviews on the same object are consistent
or approximate, the opinions or sentiments of the two users
are treated as generally similar in E-commerce environment.
Thus, sentiment similarity between users ui and uj can be
acquired based on the context of their all reviews on same
object, and can be calculated according to the following
formula (7).
1
Dui ,uj =
|Oui ∩ Ouj |

|T |
P
σ (Sui , Suj ) · Sim(tui , tuj )
 X

k=0
P
ρ(i)
×

Sim(tui , tuj )
i∈Oui ∩Ouj

i∈Oui ∩Ouj




+(1 − ρ(i)) · D0 


(7)

where Oui ∩ Ouj is a set of objects that the two users have
commented simultaneously. Dui ,uj is the direct trust degree
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of user ui and uj . |T | is the number of reviews, ρ and σ is the
adjustment function.
In E-commerce, user ratings are ubiquitous information.
We consider using user rating factors and combining sentiment similarity to calculate users trust. σ (sui , suj ) is an
influence function and it can be calculated using a covariance
function as following formula 8.
n
P

σ (sui , suj ) =

(sui − s̄ui ,uj )(suj − s̄ui ,uj )

i=1

n−1

,

n 6= 1

(8)

where s is the rating for an object. sui and suj indicate that the
rating on an object of users ui and uj respectively, and s̄ui ,uj is
the mean of the ratings of the two users on same object.
ρ(i) is a control function of the number of reviews by the
two users. It reflects the user’s activity level and stability
to the objects. The higher the control function, the greater
the degree of intersection between the two users, the higher
the activity level, and then the greater the influence of similarity on trust. Conversely, the smaller the control function,
the smaller the degree of intersection between the two users,
the lower the activity, and the less the effect of similarity on
trust. The control function has the following properties:
(1). ∀i, ρ(i) ∈ (0, 1]
(2). ρ(i) is monotonically increasing function, that is when
i1 < i2 , there is ρ(i1 ) ≤ ρ(i2 );
(3). When i → ∞, there is ρ(i) → 1
The calculation formula of ρ(i) can be expressed as following formula 9.
arctan(i + α)
+ 0.5
(9)
π
where i is the number of objects with common reviews of
two users. Parameter α ≥ 1 is an adjustment factors of i. The
parameter α has a positive integer ranging from
[0,5]. D0 is a
√
default trust value, generally take as D0 = 5−1
≈ 0.618.
2
ρ(i) =

C. PROPAGATION TRUST COMPUTING

According to definition (3), propagation trust of two users
can be acquired from direct trust between intermediate users.
We proposes a weighted trust graph model G and G =
(U , L, D) for all users who review items in E-commerce
systems. In the trust graph model, U is the collection of
users, denoted as nodes in the graph; L is the set of links
that connect nodes; D is the weight of direct trust between
the user nodes that are directly connected by L. Let lij be the
path distance between two user nodes (i and j), Dij is the direct
trust degree between the two user nodes and set lij = − ln Dij .
According to the definition (3), there are 0 < Dij ≤ 1,
− ln Dij ≥ 0, and the path distances between all nodes is a
set of nonnegative numbers. When the shortest path of two
users i and j is calculated, the propagation trust between the
users can be obtained by Di,j = e−li,j .
Take part of a weighted trust graph model (as shown
in Figure 3) as an example, if Di,k = 0.6, Dk,j = 0.8,
then path distances li,k = − ln 0.6, lk,j = 0.8, and
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FIGURE 3. Part of a weighted trust graph model.

Algorithm 1 Propagation Trust Calculation
1:Begin
2: Initialize:
3: let q = {u0 } ; L0 = 0; Q0 = q;
//q is a set of source nodes, and it is u0 at beginning. L is
path length. Q is a temporary variable for distance marks.
4: Li = ∞; K = {u0 } ;
// Select the first node, the distance between the same node
is 0, the parent node of the node is itself, the distances
between different nodes are set to infinite; K is the node
set of the shortest path passes through.
5: let Qi = 0 for all i ∈ H , i 6 = 0; //H is the number of
user nodes.
6: let Y = {q} ; F = {q} ;
7: while K 6 = ϕ then do;
// Search for a collection of nodes F , which is within the
shortest distance to
 q;
8:
ua = i : Li ≤ Lj ; i, j ∈ F, i 6 = j
9:
F = F − {ua } ;
10:
Y = Y ∪ {ua } ;
//F is a temporary variable and Y is the set of nodes
that have found the shortest path. Find the shortest path
between the nodes ua and ub , put the node ua into set Y ;
11:
for each (ua , ub ), If Lua + lua ,ub < Lub do;
12:
Lub = Lua + lua ,ub ;
//lua ,ub is path length of direct link from the set Y that
include ua to ub
13:
Qub = ua ; //Update the new distance mark;
14:
if ub ∈
/ F then F = F ∪ {ub } ;
//Update the parent node;
15:
endif;
16:
if ua ∈ K then K = K − {ua } ;
17:
endif;
18:
endwhile;
19:end

li,j = −(ln 0.6 + ln 0.8). The propagation trust between the
users i and j can be calculated as
PRi,j = e−li,j = eln 0.6+ln 0.8 = 0.48
Following the weight graph theory, any two user nodes
can be acquired by adding up direct trust weight between all
nodes in the shortest trust path. We put forward an improved
shortest trust path algorithm to calculate the maximum propagation trust, and the specific idea of the algorithm explained
as follows algorithm 1.
In algorithm (1), q is a set of source nodes, ui is a set of
user nodes, Qi is a set of parent nodes for the ith node, Y is
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TABLE 1. Reviews data structure.

TABLE 3. Selected dataset of reviews from amazon.

B. MEASURES
TABLE 2. Product metadata structure.

the shortest path set that is already known, and l is the distance
between two different nodes.
With the algorithm for the shortest paths, propagation
trust of every two users i and j can be acquired. However, if the value of propagation trust lij is smaller than a
threshold parameter ε, that is the degree of trust between
them is so small that it does not support trust relationships, We think there is no trust relationship between the
two users. The ε is a prior parameter obtained through
experiment.
VI. EXPERIMENT EVALUATION
A. DATASET COLLECTION

The experimental dataset is collected from Amazon.com. It
contains 143.7 million reviews on 24 categories of products
with 9.4 million items from May 1996 to July 2014 [48], [49].
The dataset includes basic information about reviewers, such
as user name, user ID, and object information of the review,
e.g. the product name or the product ID, the specific text
of the review and the user’s rating status, etc. Specifically,
the dataset contains two files:
(1) review data file, which consists of ratings, text and
helpfulness votes (detailed structure of the file is shown
in Table. 1).
(2) product metadata file that contains item description,
product category information, price, brand, and image features and also-viewed / also-bought (detailed structure of the
file is shown in Table. 2).
The whole dataset is more than 350GB, and we just collect
reviews on five categories (books, electronic, sports and outdoors, video games and baby) of products as test data for our
experiments. The basic statistic information of the selected
data is shown in Table. 3.
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According to the data description in Tab. 1 and 2, we use three
fields: related, overall and helpfulness, which is in the original
experiment dataset, to judge whether the trust exists between
users. If two users have the same related products (also
bought, also viewed, bought together, buy after viewing),
the same overall value (rating of the product) and the same
helpful value (helpfulness rating of the review), we assume
there is trust relationship between them. To our best knowledge, there are no published papers adopt the same or similar
approach to explore users’ trust from E-commerce system
reviews based on sentiment similarity analysis. Therefore,
we just follow the existing research and introduce four evaluation indicators, Precision, Recall, F value and Accuracy to
evaluate the effectiveness of our approach [50].
If the trust of any two nodes obtained by the sentiment
mining algorithm is greater than a pre-set non-zero threshold value and trust relationship exists actually at the same
time, then we deem the result of calculation is correct, and
otherwise it is incorrect. If the results acquired by the proposed algorithm do not show trust links (including direct
and propagation) relationship between two users, but the
trust between them is true actually, this situation is called
trust relationship missing. Precision and recall are defined
as following formula 10:
CorrectLinksNumber
CorrectLinksNumber +IncorrectLinksNumber
(10)
CorrectLinksNumber
recall =
CorrectLinksNumber + MissedLinksNumber
(11)

precision =

According to the relationship between precision and recall,
F value is used to represent the common impact of the two
indicators on the results and it is defined as formula 12:
F − value =

2pecision × recall
pecision + recall

(12)

In the original experiment dataset, the purchase records of
all users and their assessment of the product are generally
objective existence, such as if {<also bought> and <also
viewed> or <bought together> or <buy after viewing>}
and {<same rating value>} and {<same helpfulness rating
value of the review} is true, then the two users can be considered to trust each other. therefore, this trust can be used to
evaluate the accuracy of the trust which is based on sentiment
similarity calculations.
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FIGURE 4. The precision of direct trust analysis with different α.

FIGURE 5. The recall of direct trust analysis with different α.

The evaluation index can be used to evaluate the trust links
relationship found by the sentiment analysis algorithm; that
is, the validity of the algorithm is expressed by the ratio of the
correct trusted links. The accuracy of the algorithm is defined
as formula 13:
CorrectLinksNumber
accuracy =
(13)
TotalActualLinksNumber
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

We divide the review dataset into two parts, which is randomly divided into two non-overlapping parts, namely, training dataset and test dataset. We use 80% of the dataset for
training and extracting entity-sentiment word pairs, computing sentiment similarity and trust. We use the left 20% of the
dataset for experiment of accuracy and effectiveness of direct
and propagation trust.
Both direct trust relationship and the propagation trust are
analysed experimentally to get trust between users. In the
direct trust experiment, we use the control factor to test
different accuracy of direct trust with different value of α.
The range of α in our experiment is set to [0, 3].
The experiment of precision, recall and F value on different α are shown in figure 4, figure 5 and figure 6. These
figures indicate that the factor of α plays a significant role in
all results. Specifically, the values of precision, recall, and F
Value grow apparently with the increase of α in the range of
[0.1, 1.75]. Meanwhile, with the value of α increase in the
range of [1.75, 3], the values of the three indictors decrease
obviously.
The weights of ρ along with the increase of α, trust
is different with distinct categories, but the overall trends
are alike no matter α in range of [0.1, 1.75] or [1.75, 3].
These imply that the weights of ρ are important for the trust
accuracy. Because the value of ρ increases monotonically
with the value of α, when the value of α increase within a
certain range, the accuracy of trust also increases, but when
a certain maximum value is reached, the accuracy decreases
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FIGURE 6. The F-Value of direct trust analysis with different α.

conversely. Therefore, it is wise to consider the proportionality of the factor α comprehensively.
At the same time, it can be seen from the figures 4 to
figure 6 that the influences of α on distinct categories of commodity vary apparently. This reveals the distinguish between
the tendencies towards trust and people’s views of different
items. In addition, when people view reviews on various categories of products, their recognitions are different: opinions
on certain commodities, such as Video Games are relatively
consistent, and Books, while on others, e.g. Baby Goods, vary
widely.
Training sample dataset plays a very important role in
entity-sentiment word pair mining that we utilize in the experiment. We conduct an experiment to find the relationship
between the number of training samples and the accuracy of
trust between users. According to figure 4 to figure 6, when
the value of α is close to 1.5, the accuracy is higher. Therefore,
we set α = 1.5 to perform the accuracy under different
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FIGURE 9. The recall of propagation trust analysis with different ε.
FIGURE 7. Comparison of the effects of different sample numbers on
direct trust accuracy.

FIGURE 10. The F-Value of propagation trust analysis with different ε.
FIGURE 8. The precision of propagation trust analysis with different ε.

number of reviews samples. The result is shown in figure 7.
We can find from it that the accuracies of five different kind
of commodities (video games, books, electronics, sport and
outdoors, and baby) increase nearly linearly while the training
sample number is in [0.7 × 105 ]. But the accuracies of the
five categories of commodities raise slightly or keep the same
with the training sample number in [7 × 105 ,10 × 105 ].
Total number of the selected training dataset contains more
than 10 × 105 reviews, and this ensures the reliability of our
experiments.
In propagation trust experiment, the trust path length
between every two nodes is controlled by a threshold ε. ε
is a value obtained through experiences. The larger the ε,
the shorter trust path length is allowed, and the less nodes can
be included in the trust path. Whereas smaller ε value means
relatively lower sentiment similarity values can be deemed as
the existence of trust between users and long trust paths are
accepted in algorithm 1.
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Figure 8 to figure 10 imply a close relationship between the
precision, recall, F value, and the ε values. If the threshold ε
is too small or too large, the experimental results of precision,
recall, and F value are relatively low, indicating that the
accuracy of propagation trust calculation algorithm is low.
With the increase of ε value in [0.02, 0.1], precision, recall
and F value raise obviously. Meanwhile, the values of the
three indicators drop sharply with the increase of ε value
in [0.12, 0.2]. When ε is set to a relatively low value, for
example at 0.02, it means that the propagation trust between
nodes can pass through less highly trusted nodes. As a result,
the precision on video games, books, electronics, baby, sports
and outdoors are very low (as shown in figure 8). But if ε is
set to a too large value, e.g. 0.2, propagation trust propagation
trust between nodes can pass through a highly trusted only,
this will lead to low precision too. At the same time, for
diverse types of goods, the best threshold range is also different. Take video games as an example, the best range of ε is
[0.1, 0.12], and for electronics, the best range is [0.12, 0.14].
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Choosing the appropriate threshold value ε is an important
part in improving the propagation trust links analysis. But
in real E-commerce system, the lengths of the trust path
are different when people make trust judgment on diverse
types of commodities. For example, some people prefer to
consider a great many pages of reviews before making the
final purchase decision, while others just like to reference to a
few reviews. Therefore, it is really a challenge to find a perfect
ε value.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In our work, we address the problem of mining users trust in
E-commerce system. By defining two kinds of trust relationship, namely, direct trust and propagation trust, we transfer
the point of exploring trust between users into calculation
of sentiment similarity of their reviews. With the help of
entity-sentiment word pairs mining, sentiment similarity of
reviews can be calculated and direct trust relationships can
be obtained through sentiment similarity analysis, which contains of sentiments and ratings aspect. These two aspects
can be used jointly to analyse the sentiment direct trust
relationship. We establish a weighed trust graph model for
propagation trust computing. Propagation trust is the use
of the propagation characteristics of trust. It is an indirect
trust between two users without direct trust and is obtained
through intermediate users who have direct trust between
these two users. The propagation trust calculation approach is
based on the improved shortest path algorithm, and the time
complexity is O(V 2 ), where V is the number of node in the
graph. Ways to improve the computational complexity of the
algorithm is a new problem that needs further study because
the relatively large number of users in modern e-commerce
system.
It can be said with certainty that the user’s trust relationship can be obtained through the similarity of them. But
the user’s trust is not simple normal linear with the user’s
similarity. How to accurately describe this relationship will
be the focus in further research. At the same time, there are
several valuable study of sentiment similarity and trust in
E-commerce field in the future: (1) Not each user gives their
reviews on each item, so the user’s reviews data are usually
sparse for a particular item. how to explore similarity of users
with extremely sparse reviews data, e.g. by designing more
efficient algorithm to overcome the challenge; (2) The degree
to which people trust others is different for different things.
Under more stringent requirements, it is also necessary to
distinguish the categories of trust targets in details. how to
include other information, for example, purchase item category, brand and other activities, into user sentiment calculation framework and (3) how to incorporate temporal factors
to capture users’ similarity change will be the focus of future
research.
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